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Editorial

What does it take to shape the future successfully? Tradition and
innovation! Courage for change based on experience and know-
how! Traditionally, UNGER ingenieure is an expert for water and
waste. Our core competence constantly leads to innovative
approaches for the tasks of the future: the optimized use of en-
ergy against the background of climate change as well as the
improvement of infrastructure both nationally and internationally.

We are committed to our customers and the environment.
Successful work means to us that the needs of all are seen as a
whole. People need sustainable services of general interest;
nature needs a resource-saving approach. And you, our customer
and client, need solutions that correspond exactly to your prob-
lems. That is our work: We are dedicated engineers, which is the
reason why we attach importance to excellently trained
employees. Everyone at UNGER ingenieure is driven by the 
passion to work on the specific project and always in accordance
with your wishes. We are looking forward to your projects!

Joachim Kilian Stefan Knoll
Executive partner          Executive partner          



The Company
UNGER ingenieure

The company UNGER ingenieure is one of the major
owner-managed, independent engineering firms in
Germany.

n founded in 1948 – more than 65 years of
experience and continuity

n almost 100 employees
n national and international subsidiaries and shareholdings
n 6 locations in 3 states – Hesse, Baden-Wuerttemberg, and 

Rhineland-Palatinate

The Target Groups

n Public: Federal Government, states,
municipalities

n Private: industry and commerce

The clients of UNGER ingenieure predominantly come from the
municipal and industrial sector.
The tasks of both customer groups are technically the same, but
they differ in structure and general conditions. We provide both
target groups with competence for optimal planning and project
realization.

The Competences

UNGER ingenieure is an expert in the fields of water,
waste, energy, and infrastructure.

n water supply                   n urban drainage
n sewer rehabilitation        n wastewater treatment
n hydraulic engineering     n waste management
n industrial planning             n municipality consulting
n energy n general planning
n technical-economic consulting
n infrastructure and road construction

The Services

UNGER ingenieure provides all relevant consulting and engineer-
ing services – from expertise and studies in all planning fields,
construction supervision, and project management to special
engineering services in each single field. We carry out general
planning as well as individual special services.

At a Glance



Competent, Economical, and Reliable

From the first idea to all planning and project phases to commissioning and
beyond, we provide all relevant consulting and engineering services.

The Engineering Services
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General Engineering Services                              

n expertise and studies

n planning and consulting

n construction supervision

n project management

n safety and health coordination

n general planning

Technical-Economic Consulting

General Planning

Revitalisation Project Consulting

Special Engineering Services

n hydraulic piping calculations

n general drainage planning

n precipitation-runoff-simulation

n hydraulics, hydrology, hydrogeology

n construction level expertise

n profitability calculations

n dynamic simulation of wastewater treatment plants

n sewer rehabilitation

n calculation of value and charges

n commissioning

n support and optimization of operations

n geographic and network information
Systems (GIS/NIS)

n competitive tendering procedure for
services

n project management and coordination

n restoration of concrete buildings



“We work closely with you in all project phases!”



“We don’t aim too high – we get to the
bottom of things!“



The Competences

Make Use of Our Know-How!
Our Experience!
And Our Reliability!

UNGER ingenieure is an expert in all sectors of water management. For
decades, we have been working successfully in the classic fields of water
supply, urban drainage, wastewater treatment, and hydraulic engineering
as well as in the field of waste management.

That is our basis, from which we develop further innovations e.g., for the 
current requirements of the energy industry. We are at your disposal with 
our entire know-how: from the feasibility study to the commissioning of a
plant and beyond; both for the public as well as the private sector. The
general requirements of municipal projects are different from those of
industrial planning, but the tasks are the same.

We always offer you the solutions you need – as an individual special 
service or completely as a general planning.
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Water Supply
The supply of perfect drinking water requires the application of innovative and practicable
technologies, which we turn into economical and ecological concepts for our customers.
Our engineering services comprise the fields of water catchment, water treatment, water
storage, and water distribution. GIS-supported hydraulic calculations are the basis of an
optimization and adjustment of the operation of water supply facilities which is oriented
towards future requirements. We find optimal solutions that adapt existing plants to 
climatic and demographic changes.

Urban Drainage
The rehabilitation and hydraulic optimization of existing drainage systems as well as the
reasonable handling of rainwater are important tasks of urban drainage. Good solutions
have to fulfil two conditions: They have to be economical and simultaneously protect
bodies of water and groundwater from harmful effects. Sewer rehabilitation, in 
particular, is a constant challenge for the sewer network operators. Here, we are a 
reliable and experienced partner for the solution of problems

Waterworks Haarhausen              Fire water supply at Frankfurt Airport          Sewer rehabilitation Wiesbaden          
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Wastewater Treatment
UNGER ingenieure is a specialist in all sectors of wastewater treatment as well as in
sludge treatment and the utilization of biogas (digester gas). We bring many years of
experience in this field into the planning. Since the existence of our engineering firm,
we have built a variety of new sewage plants and have extended, optimized, and 
supported the operation of plants. Based on a comprehensive conception phase, we
develop situation-specific and cost-optimized plant concepts in close coordination with
the client, the plant operator, and the approving authorities. Along with municipalities
and industry, landfill operators are also among our customers, for whom we solve the 
special problem of leachate purification.

Hydraulic Engineering
Preserving water, the source of life, and protecting humans from the dangers of flooding
are demanding tasks in the field of hydraulic engineering. The shaping of near-natural
bodies of water is as important a measure as the construction of complex flood control
facilities as well as the development of concepts for preventive flood management. It is
necessary to align objectives of hydraulic engineering with ecological requirements in a
reasonable way and in interdisciplinary teams in order to develop environment-friendly
and at the same time economi-cal solutions for the purpose of sustainability.

Wastewater treatment plant Hanau           Revitalization in the protected area Taubergießen                 Polder Ingelheim



Landfill Büttelborn Geothermal energy drilling Homberg/Efze             Drainage plan Segmüller 

Waste Management
From pure waste disposal to recycling to circular flow economy – waste management
has faced enormous technological challenges in the last decades, and UNGER ingenieure
has supported almost all Hessian districts in the matter. Today, topics such as landfill 
closures and landfill aftercare are being discussed as well. We provide our clients with
individual concepts, economical thinking and many years of experience in this field. This
has led to the emergence of technically and economically optimized waste management
facilities.

Energy
Real topics of the future are, on the one hand, the utilization of renewable energies and,
on the other hand, energy optimization and the improvement of energy efficiency. Here,
important tasks are the utilization of biomass, digester and landfill gas as well as water
power and geothermal energy. The current requirements of the energy industry are an
exciting field for energy supply as well as for the optimization of existing facilities of
wastewater disposal and water supply involving clearly measurable energy savings 
potentials. We support you with innovative technology know-how as well as consulting
for better profitability.   

waste disposal concepts, residual waste landfills, landfill gas extraction, site develop         

settlement area development, industrial site development, infrastructure measures, dike          

dangerous waste, landfill supervision, electricity, district heat, industrial planning, ge    

precipitation-runoff-simulation, water power utilization



Combined heat and power unit Hanau Gateway Gardens hauling DN 900      
Development planning, 

building area Brühl Egelsbach

General Planning
UNGER ingenieure offers comprehensive services for industry, for example, in the drainage
of paved areas, especially those that serve the handling of substances hazardous to
water. In addition, UNGER ingenieure has special knowledge with regard to the 
treatment of problematic industrial sewage as well as the planning and construction of
supply and disposal networks for gas, water, electricity, and district heat. Economical,
highly efficient, and on-time project execution is self-evident. In the process, production
restrictions have to be avoided and occupational health and safety must be ensured at
all times. This is guaranteed by means of speed and flexibility as well as competence in
all technical trades and services.

Infrastructure 
The planning and execution of infrastructure measures in the fields of water, road, and air
as well as the development of settlement areas require an interdisciplinary range of services,
which have been established and developed by UNGER ingenieure over 65 years. The 
understanding of tasks as well as the competence in all disciplines ensure project success in
road construction, the development of living, commercial, conversion, and industrial areas
as well as in providing airports with drinking and fire water. In dialogue with our private and
public clients, our services range from individual project planning to the overall planning of
complex projects and from construction supervision to project management.
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“We work for you – with passion and commitment!“



Our Philosophy

What guides us is the will to work successfully for all parties concerned.
The intensive commitment to each of our customers is what is most
important to us.  

Your individual project is always focal point for UNGER ingenieure. In
close cooperation with you, we analyze the task and develop the optimal
solution for you – optimal with regard to your technical, economic, and
time conditions. It goes without saying that we implement all work 
phases of a project in a reliable way.

We are dedicated engineers: every project gives us the opportunity to
shape our common future in a responsible manner by being economical
and saving resources.

Commitment since 1948 – we have the experience, we have the
know-how. We solve your problems according to your wishes.

The Company



The Company

1948
Dr.-Ing. Albert Carl founds the Engineering
Office for Hydraulic Engineering and Water
Management in Karlsruhe; in Freiburg as of
1953. Quickly, Dr. Carl establishes his reputa-
tion as an expert in water management.

1957
The Marburg branch, founded in 1953,  moves
to Homberg. Dipl.-Ing. Horst Unger, the future
owner and eponym of UNGER ingenieure,
comes on board.

1972
Dipl.-Ing. Horst Unger becomes the owner of
the company. The Groß-Gerau branch moves
to Darmstadt in 1967. Darmstadt becomes
the head office of UNGER ingenieure in 1973.

1996
The Engineering Office Dipl.-Ing.  Horst Unger
becomes UNGER ingenieure Engineering
Company Ltd. A new corporate structure is
established, which takes the company size
into account. For the first time, the depart-
ments are organized as corporate divisions

and led responsibly by heads of department.
UNGER ingenieure unveils new corporate
design and logo. 

1999
The UNGER group comes into existence:
ConGeo (1999) and Geoventis (2001) become
subsidiaries of UNGER ingenieure. Thus, the
group of companies attains expert status in
the field of geographic information systems
(GIS).

The Experience Over 65 years of corporate development – a success story till this day

“Everyone at 
UNGER ingenieure 
is driven by the 
passion to work.”

The UNGER Team – Skills and Performance
The sites of UNGER ingenieure likewise represent our competence in all fields. Our 
corporate structure is project-oriented. The head of department – together with the 
project manager – is in charge of your project. This gives you the advantage of having a
contact person whom you can always address, who exactly knows your requirements,
who – together with the team – is fully committed to you and acts according to your
wishes. Today, UNGER ingenieure has almost 100 employees – highly qualified 
engineers, specialists, and employees from different disciplines. These are our skills and
performance. We ensure the professional competence of our employees by means of 
continuous education and training. We encourage personal skills and team spirit by 
providing a cooper-ative environment. 
UNGER ingenieure has a strong team spirit – which is clearly evident in every project. It
is the balanced mixture of experienced and young as well as practically and academically

trained employees that constitutes the UNGER team and gives us 
competence and dynamics.



2001
Horst Unger retires. Dipl.-Ing. Joachim Kilian
and Dipl.-Ing. Stefan Knoll jointly take over
the company.

2004
UNGER CONSULT GmbH is founded for the
transaction of international business. 

2007
The German-Romanian company cooperation
HETICON (Hessen Timisoara Consult) is foun-
ded. Here, three engineering offices combine
their know-how in order to plan and imple-
ment infrastructure developments in the field 

of environment. UNGER ingenieure takes over
the engineering office Wolpert and thus
strengthens the team of the Freiburg location.

2008
Takeover of the KSM Engineering Company
for Wastewater, Sludge, and Waste Treatment
Plants Ltd. in Mainz.

2011
The subsidiary Offenburg, Baden-Württemberg
is founded. Waldesch near Koblenz becomes
the 6th location of the UNGER group due to 
the participation of the engineering firm Leyen-
decker.

2014
Merger of KSM ingenieure GmbH (Mainz)
with UNGER ingenieure. Structural integra-
tion has led to economic advantages and bet-
ter use of synergetic effects. The Mainz site
now offers the entire product  and service
portfolio of UNGER ingenieure.

Present
The whole UNGER group has almost 100
employees and – together with strong coop-
eration partners – provides its customers with
a network of more than 200 engineers, tech-
nicians, and IT experts: promising potential for
small as well as complex large-scale projects.

The UNGER Group
For over 65 years, UNGER ingenieure has been successful on the market as an independent 
engineering firm. Particularly since 1999, the “office” has become a group of companies operating
nationally as well as internationally.

“The one who shapes the future must know the past!“

Joachim Kilian 
CEO

Stefan Knoll CEO Thomas Zimmermann
Branch Manager 
Freiburg and Offenburg   

Peter Capitain
Branch Manager
Homberg (Efze)

Achim Buschmann 
Branch Manager 
Mainz



Darmstadt Head Office                 
Julius-Reiber-Str. 19  
D-64293 Darmstadt
Tel: +49 6151603-0 
da@unger-ingenieure.de

Freiburg Office                 
Colombistr. 17  
D-79098 Freiburg

Homberg Office                 
Waßmuthshäuserstr. 36 
D-34576 Homberg/Efze

Offenburg Office                 
Amalie-Hofer-Str. 4
D-77656 Offenburg

Mainz Office 
Wilhelm-Maybach-Str. 19 
D-55129 Mainz

UNGER ingenieure –
experts in the fields of water, waste, energy, and infrastructure!

Waldesch bei Koblenz
Office (Leyendecker) 
Im Vogelsang 32
D-56323 Waldesch

www.unger-ingenieure.de
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